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Thank you for joining our Polar 
Bear Explorer expedition to 
Svalbard, 3 - 13 July 2018.  

Expedition Members
Emmanuel, David, Carol, Dinnie, Diane, 
Nigel, Caroline, Henry, Jackie, Colin, Bill, 
Kathleen, Leks, Linda, Shawn & Eileen 

Specialist Leader
Kate Humble

Expedition Leaders 
Hadleigh Measham, Ben Jackson & Pernille Sogaard

Natural World Safaris are a niche travel outfitter specialising 
purely in the natural world, incredible habitats, and the 
wildlife that calls these remote corners of the planet 
home. We hope you enjoyed your time in the Arctic and 
that this trip log serves as a reminder of your journey.
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1. Longyearbyen
2. Smeerenburg
3. Virgohamna
4. Hamiltonbukta
5. Hamiltonbreen
6. Alkefjellet
7. Wahlenbergfjorden
8. Wahlbergøya
9. Wilhelmøya
10. Hochstetterbreen
11. Dolerittneset
12. Freemansundet
13. Faksevågen
14. Gyldenøyane
15. Eolusneset
16. Monacobreen
17. Lernerøyane
18. Fjortende Julibukta
19. Ny Ålesund
20. Ossian Sarsfjellet
21. Diabasodden
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Setting Sail from Longyearbyen

Pernille from the expedition team met 
us in Longyearbyen and took us to the 
floating pier where the M/S Freya, our 
expedition ship, was awaiting our arrival. 

We were shown to our cabins and had some time 
to explore the ship before we had the pleasure 
of meeting Captain Carsten. He introduced us to 
the crew and just after 17:00, we heaved anchor 
and started our Svalbard journey. After the 
safety brief from Chief Officer Edwen, we were 
given an official tour of the Freya followed by an 
introduction from the expedition team themselves. 

Soon after, dinner was served in the dining room, 
prepared by the talented Chef Peder, along with 
a welcome toast from August and Bella, the 
ship’s Steward and Chief Stewardess. After this 
fantastic first meal, Expedition Leader Hadleigh, 
met us in the lounge for a polar bear safety brief. 

Meanwhile Pernille and Ben were on the bridge 
keeping an eye out for whales. We were on the way 
out of Isfjorden, sailing in beautiful calm conditions 
when Ben spotted a blue whale in the distance! 

Approaching slowly, we were lucky the 
whale was diving to shallow depths at short 
intervals which meant we got to enjoy a unique 
encounter with the largest animal to ever 
live. At one point, the blue whale surfaced 
only five meters from us – it was amazing!
It was a great start to our voyage and 
the bar was already set high...
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A day spent in northwest 
Spitsbergen

After a good night sleep, we were ready to spend 
our first day in Svalbard, which started with a 
polar bear on Reuschhalvøya - our first sighting 
of the trip. With breakfast eaten quickly, we were 
shown the AECO animated video of polar bear 
safety and how to get in and out of the zodiacs 
so we were prepared for our first excursion. 

Sailing through the southern end of 
Smeerenburgfjorden, the waters were calm 
and little auks, puffins, Brünnich’s and black 
guillemots were flying around the ship. A 
thick layer of fog was hovering in the air but 
as we approached Amsterdamøya it cleared 
allowing us to see the walrus hauled out on 
the beach. The zodiacs were launched and 
headed for our first landing at Smeerenburg. 

We saw a male walrus, red throated divers, 
common eiders and after exploring further, we 
saw Arctic terns and glaucous gulls before getting 
back in the zodiacs and cruising across the bay 
to Danskøya. Here, we encountered harbour 
seals resting on rocks in the shallow waters 
and barnacle geese nesting on the little islands 
before the zodiacs landed at Virgohamna and 
Hadleigh gave a historical overview of the area. 

Back on the ship, lunch was ready and we 
sailed north then east through into Raudfjorden 
to explore the beautiful Hamiltonbukta. 
Conditions were fantastic which made for a 
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memorable zodiac cruise around the bay. We 
started off along the lower cliff side in the grass 
with the Arctic terns as busy and loud as ever.  

Cruising further into the bay, we experienced the 
true Arctic feel of ice with little calvings from the 
glacier and sounds of the brash ice melting around 
us. We moved into a little hidden cove, turned the 
engines off to watch two bearded seals hauled 
out on ice floes. It was a very peaceful moment. 

Later that evening, an after-dinner excursion was 
organised for those who wanted to go. Back on the 
little boats again, we soon we found ourselves at 
the secret cove for a walk up to Hamiltonbreen. 

As we gained height, the views got better and 
better. At the top, we took a lot of pictures 
and enjoyed the scenic surroundings. Walking 
down was a little challenging but we made 
it. Back at the ship it was time for bed.



Alkefjellet & Wahlenbergfjorden

We woke whilst approaching Alkefjellet and even 
though we were still a long way out, you could 
see the sheer amount of birds around the cliffs. 
After breakfast, Hadleigh heard news over the 
radio that a bear had been spotted just south 
of us so after some time on the bow with the 
birds, we decided to try and find the bear.

Sure enough, a lone female was climbing the bird 
cliffs of Tommelpynten. Adult glaucous gulls were 
attempting to dive bomb her as she ate her way 
through the colony, picking at the birds eggs. 
It was very impressive watching the bear climb 
up ice ledges and down steep, rocky steps. 

After an hour observing the bear, it was time for 
her to rest in the snow so we left her to it and 
sailed back to Alkefjellet. As the Captain took 
us close to the cliff face, our guides shared their 
knowledge and we watched these busy birds 
taking off, landing and fighting in the water. 

During lunch and a delightful presentation 
from Hadleigh on Andrèes polar expedition 
in 1896-97, Edwen relocated the ship across 
into Wahlenbergfjorden. The weather was 
calm as the MS Freya pushed through the 
brash ice whilst we looked for bears.

Pernille was first to spot a bear, lying on top of 
a little iceberg. As we approached, it became 
clear that it was not only one bear, but three. 
We had found a mother and her two cubs who 
were on a fresh kill – a truly wild encounter. It 
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wasn’t long before August spotted our fourth 
bear swimming towards the mother and 
her cubs. The approaching male bear then 
climbed onto the ice, making the little family 
nervous. The cubs hid behind their mother as 
she growled at the guest but soon enough all 
bears were eating without too much trouble.  
Every so often, the adults would complain of 
the others presence and in the end, the mother 
chased away the male. We decided to leave 
the bears and sail deeper into the fjord.

After an amazing traditional Swedish dinner, 
Hadleigh informed us that Chief Mate 
Edwen had found two more bears around 
the ship. We sailed on to investigate them 
and found one had swum off and the other 
was hunting, staying incredibly still. 

Before long, Kate had spotted two more 
bears further to the west so the Captain and 
Stafan repositioned the ship to get a better 
look. Soon after anchoring, one of the bears 
swum up to the ship and hauled out on the 
ice close by and immediately after the other 
bear approached the ship too. It was an 
amazing finish the day on an incredible high. 



Wahlbergøya, Wilhelmøya 
& Hochstetterbreen

When we woke and looked out the windows, 
the water was mirror-like. It was a beautiful 
day in the Arctic. During breakfast Hadleigh 
briefed us on the morning’s landing at the 
southern end of Wahlbergøya on Ardneset.

It was a slow ride to the beach in the zodiacs so we 
didn’t disturb the walrus hauled out close by. We 
quietly approached and spent quality time with these 
massive animals, observing them lazing about or 
as they swam close to the beach. With absolutely 
no wind, the only sound was the walrus swimming 
80m off shore as they surfaced with a loud blow.

Over in the pond, we were lucky to see grey 
phalaropes in their beautiful red summer plumage 
and Arctic terns nesting among the driftwood. 
Our group split into two and some decided to 
go for a little hike up the hill. Half way through the 
hike we came across some reindeer antlers, a 
whale vertebra and as we returned to the beach, 
we saw two great skuas scouting for a meal. We 
headed back to the ship to do exactly the same.

That afternoon, we sailed south towards 
Bjørnsundet and had the pleasure of Kate’s 
talk on how wildlife is always in charge. As we 
got closer to Wilhelmøya, Hadleigh spotted 
a big male bear walking along the shoreline 
and not long after, we found ourselves in the 
zodiacs spotting a second bear. Both were 
going for an old kill lying in the snow - a 
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battle that the big male won. We saw him eating 
the kill for a half an hour as the second bear 
disappeared over the horizon and out of sight. 

Back on the ship, Edwen took us south through 
Bjørnsundet to Hochstetterbreen. Many eyes 
were scouting the fast ice on the bridge and it 
wasn’t long before we spotted a polar bear… 
then another one… then one more… and so 
it went on for 15 minutes. When we finally 
went for dinner, we’d reached 12 bears! We 
decided to set up anchor here for the night. 

The open water on port side of the ship was 
ideal for a polar plunge so after dinner, the keen 
adventurers among us jumped straight into the four 
degree Arctic waters before enjoying a pleasant 
trip to the sauna. August had set up his famous bar 
on the sundeck and we spent the evening enjoying 
drinks whilst surrounded by Arctic beauty. The 
fog had come in and the scenery looked almost 
mysterious. It was time to rest, and so we did… 



Dolerittneset & Freemansundet

At 01:20 we were woken by another sighting - 
the Captain had observed a polar bear coming 
out of the water and on to the fast ice next to 
the ship. We all met on the bow to see the bear 
was just walking away from us. There was a 
female bear and her two cubs further away 
on the ice but the lone bear didn’t take much 
interest in them and we all went back to bed 
for some rest. We heaved anchor early that 
morning to continue south for Freemansundet. 

Reaching the kittiwake canyon west of Kapp 
Walberg, we found more bears. A mother 
and her two cubs were looking for eggs and 
further down the shoulder, another adult 
bear was spotted through the binoculars, as 
well as another bear resting on the ridgeline! 
With so many bears, we couldn’t land and 
decided to sail west to Dolerittneset. 

After a good lunch, we landed on the beach 
with walrus hauled out just around the corner 
by the hunter’s huts. Once ashore, we split 
into two groups: one for a longer, faster hike 
with Ben and the second for a leisurely walk 
with Hadleigh and Pernille. The leisurely group 
explored the rich fauna of moss campion’s, 
Arctic mouse ear, the Svalbard poppy, tuffed 
saxifrage and many more plants together 
alongside whale bones and historic huts. 

Ben led the enthusiastic walkers on a longer 
hike with intentions of walking along a 
ridgeline. However, the walk was cut short 
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after two of the team got stuck in the mud and 
after an attempted rescue, another two joined 
them… Laughter ensued as Ben spent 45 
minutes digging the team out and at the end, 
all five were covered in mud, head to toe. 

As the fog came in and the wind picked up it was 
time to return to the ship. During dinner, the ship 
had turned around and was sailing back east before 
turning north towards Lomfjorden. Tired after a 
great and exciting day in Freemansundet, we went 
to bed, ready for more adventures tomorrow.



Faksevågen

Waking to calm conditions and beautiful still water 
allowed us to go ashore at Faksevågen and stretch 
our legs. Again we split into two groups where Ben 
would take the lead on a shorter walk up the slope, 
whilst  Hadleigh and Pernille took the longer hike to 
a viewpoint overlooking the bay. Both teams enjoyed 
some new flower species like mountain avens and 
the polar bell heather, whist one lucky group got to 
see a male ptarmigan still in his winter plumage. 

We reunited on the beach and jumped back 
on board the M/S Freya. The plan was to sail 
deeper into Lomfjorden but as we came out of 
Faksevågen we found more bears. A mother 
and her two cubs were cruising the rocky island 
of Footøya. The captain took us close enough 
for us to take some photos and it was decided 
to drop zodiacs for a cruise of the area.

Since the bears didn’t seem to enjoy having us 
around, we left them to it and spent time with the 
walrus haul-out on a little beach across from the 
island. We were lucky to have northern fulmars 
swimming the waters in big groups and as we turned 
off the engine, they performed an amazing display 
of flybys, some gliding close to the water’s surface. 

After a short but pleasant cruise, we returned to 
the ship to explore Lomfjorden. It turned out to 
be an interesting outing with cliffs full of nesting 
kittiwakes and grazing reindeer on the steep 
slopes. After a couple of hours cruising this fjord, 
we headed north towards Wahlenbergfjorden and 
enjoyed dinner and good laughs in the lounge.
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Gyldenøyane & Eolusneset 

Today started with a zodiac cruise at the 
mouth of Wahlenbergfjorden, circumnavigating 
Gyldenøyane.  Arriving here around 08:00, 
Hadleigh had already spotted a polar bear on 
the island. Whilst any other bears remained 
elusive for the rest of the cruise, there were 
some pretty, blue icebergs to enjoy and 
we encountered 10 different bird species 
including a great sight of four red throated 
divers. The Arctic terns also entertained 
us with their fast feeding dives, dropping 
from the air like a bullet to catch a fish.

After lunch, we gathered in the lounge for a 
talk about ice with Ben and later a talk on 
general history of Svalbard with Hadleigh. 
Before we knew it, we had reached our next 
destination, Sorgfjord. We ate dinner and took 
the zodiacs to land at Eolusneset where we 
watched a walrus haul-out on the little beach. 

Walking up to the cross and the whaler’s 
graveyard was a very special. The top 
made for great views over the fjord and 
the inlet below was pumping with the fast 
current due to the outgoing tide change. 
Common eiders were enjoying themselves 
and down on the beach below the 
graveyard, we saw an old trappers hut. 

On our way back to the ship, in an effort 
for the ‘Clean Up Svalbard’ mission, we 
managed to collect a lot of rubbish, which 
we took back to the ship for disposal.  
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Monacobreen & Lernerøyane

We woke up around 02:00 experiencing high winds 
as we sailed around the north end of Ny Friesland, 
Lagunepynten. It was a bumpy ride for a couple 
of hours where Edwen changed course a few 
times and we eventually sailed into Woodfjorden. 

When we woke for the second time that morning, 
we were approaching Monacobreen. After 
breakfast, the Captain took us closer to the 
terminal face of this amazing glacier. We were 
out on the bow watching the birds and each time 
a calving occurred, they would fly hectically to 
feed on the plankton coming to the surface.

The M/S Freya relocated to the north by the 
archipelago Lernerøyane and we got ready to 
disembark into the zodiacs. We cruised among 
growlers and bergy bits in a dramatic light and 
found a calm lagoon with waterfalls of melting glacial 
waters. Here a group of kittiwakes were feeding 
in a stream from the waterfall and in the back of 
the lagoon we spotted some pink footed geese. 

Soon after our return to the ship, it was time for 
lunch. The plan was to go to Texas Bar once 
we’d eaten but with the worsening weather we 
thought it better to maximise our time on the west 
coast and the M/S Freya set sail northwest. 

Throughout the afternoon and evening, Pernille 
was on the bridge on the lookout for bears 
but today, it was not to be. At 15:00 Kate 
presented the second episode of the Arctic 
live program, followed by a post discussion - it 
was a great way to spend the rest of the day.
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Fjortende Julibukta, 
Ny Ålesund & Ossian Sarsfjellet

After a disturbed sleep due to the weather, 
we all woke up a little tired but this didn’t 
stop us from getting the most out of our day. 
After breakfast, we went ashore at Fjortende 
Julibukta in Krossfjorden. We walked along the 
beach to a flower cave offering many different 
plant species in a very small space. The cave 
and the melt water from the cliff above made 
for great conditions for the flourishing plants.

Some of us climbed higher to look at the 
reindeer and the pink footed geese with their 
little goslings sitting in the grass below the 
cliff. We even found an Arctic fox, despite 
it being well camouflaged. After a while we 
divided into two groups - a few stayed behind 
with Ben to wait for the fox to move and the 
rest of us followed the beach towards the 14th 
July glacier at the bottom of the bay. It was 
challenging walking on the mud and ice but 
worth the effort as we stood high on the side 
of the glacier, overlooking the bay. Every so 
often we would hear big bangs and watch as 
the massive pieces of ice fall into the ocean.

The two groups reunited at the beach and 
before we knew it, we were back on board 
eating more food. After lunch, there was 
time to take a quick nap as we made our 
way to Ny Ålesund to see the research town 
and the famous mast where Amundsen took 
off on his expedition to the north pole. 
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As Hadleigh had great plans for us that 
afternoon, we relocated south to Kongsfjorden 
to explore Ossian Sarsfjellet. Before going 
ashore, we cruised the bird cliffs in hopes 
of seeing a fox or two and we got lucky. We 
observed two foxes dancing lightly over the 
steep rocky slopes in search for food as well as 
the many birds, mainly kittiwakes but also some 
Brünnich’s guillemots and an Arctic skua.

Once on land, we were visited by another fox 
before we started our hike to the top of the bird 
cliffs. On the way we enjoyed a close encounter 
with two male reindeers who were grazing 
away, not minding us. Our end destination was 
the very top of the bird cliffs to the east of the 
landing site and see the kittiwake chicks. It 
was interesting to look at the nests close up 
and the views were absolutely amazing. 

Whilst the group who were taking it easy may 
not have made it to the top, they enjoyed an 
adult fox coming up close, barking her kits out 
of the den. Soon three kits were running around, 
climbing rocks and playing whilst one of the 
parents dug out a dead bird from a hide and 
took it to the den. All the while, snow buntings 
were flying around the foxes expressing their 
concern with a warning call. Before too long, 
we headed back to the ship for dinner, an 
entertaining quiz and some well-earned sleep.



Ymerbukta & Skansbukta

Our initial plan was to go ashore and explore 
Alkehornet, but it was a foggy morning 
so we decided to head to Diabasodden. 
Whilst sailing, we saw the last episode of 
Kate’s Arctic Live program, followed by 
a presentation from Pernille telling us the 
story about her grandfather who travelled 
the world with an embalmed finwhale.  

During lunch, Hadleigh informed us they had 
spotted a polar bear from the bridge and it was 
walking towards our landing site. Finishing our 
food, we dropped zodiacs and cruised the bird 
cliffs. We couldn’t land because another vessel 
had spotted the bear in the water nearby but we 
got a good look at some nesting puffins flying to 
and from their nests as well as some barnacle 
geese at the very top of the cliffs. Arctic foxes 
were also present and we were lucky to get a 
final encounter with a beautiful little fox as it 
perused the grassy rocks looking for a meal. 

The weather was wet and we started to feel 
the cold so we headed back to the ship for 
a hot drink. On our way, the polar bear was 
spotted swimming in the water not far from 
the M/S Freya. Stopping the boats, we sat and 
watched for a little while but as the bear had 
been in and out of the water, it was looking 
tired and we decided to return to the ship. 

Back on board, we enjoyed some Fika and 
looked out the portholes to see the bear 
resting below the nesting birds. We decided 
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to stay and keep an eye on the bear, in hopes 
we would be able to observe it looking for 
birds and eggs. Unfortunately that didn’t 
happen and the bear kept on resting.
After two very interesting presentations 
from Ben and Hadleigh on Antarctica, 
South Georgia and Greenland, it was time 
to celebrate a successful trip. We’d seen 
35 polar bears, enjoyed plenty of sunshine 
and had some great adventures.  

The evening began with a fantastic meal and 
a bon voyage toast from Captain Carsen who 
had a little surprise… special certificates for 
those who had navigated the troublesome 
mud at Doleritnesset! Good laughs were 
had as the dinner continued and we began 
our sail into Longyearbyen to go home.    
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